
 
CNY Fortune Experience Terms and Conditions 

1. This Experience is open to all Lee Gardens Club members. Members can take part in this Experience free of charge by 

scanning the QR code at 1/F Atrium or G/F (Kai Chiu Road Entrance) of Hysan Place. However, participants must meet 

the designated spending and follow the redemption details for gift redemption. Terms and conditions apply: 

[leegardens.com.hk] 

2. Participants must confirm acceptance of these terms and conditions before proceeding to the Experience. 

3. Participants are responsible for ensuring the proper installation of Lee Gardens App or the internet access. Hysan 

Marketing Services Limited (“Hysan”) will not be held responsible for any loss or damage relating to this Experience, 

whether due to any unauthorised use of or access to the Lee Gardens App, any malfunctioning of the Lee Gardens App 

or internet access, the receipt/use of the gifts, the participation in the Experience, or for any other reasons.  

4. Hysan shall not be responsible for any delay, loss or error in the operation of the Experience and the process caused 

by technical interruptions, network congestion, application failures, computer viruses, machine malfunctions or other 

reasons. 

5. Hysan reserves the right to display advertisements (including pictures, audio, video, pop-ups) and other information in 

relation to Hysan, Hysan’s business partners or authorized third parties during the Experience. Hysan shall not be 

responsible for any misrepresentation, omission or error regarding the content of the relevant advertisements and 

information. 

6. Hysan reserves the right to amend the terms and conditions set forth herein at any time without notice. 
7. Each member has confirmed that he/she has read, understood and accepted the Hysan Group's Privacy Policy 

Statement (available at www.hysan.com.hk/privacy-policystatement/) and the Personal Information Collection 

Statement during the membership registration. Each Member also agrees to Hysan’s use of his/her personal data in 

the manner and for the purposes described in the Privacy Policy Statement and the Personal Information Collection 

Statement. Hysan (including its agents) may require customers to provide proof of identity or other items of personal 

information, including but not limited to an individual's name and bank/credit card numbers, for the purpose of 

processing any matter relating to the Experience, processing the gift redemption and/or return, to verify the cardholder's 

eligibility or the validity or authenticity of the receipts, and/or for internal administration and auditing purposes.  

8. The customer has the right to request access to his/her personal data held by Hysan and to request a correction of 

any personal data that is incorrect. Hysan has the right to charge a reasonable fee for processing and complying with 

a data access request. Requests to access or correct a customer's personal data, or enquiries about the policies and 

practices of Hysan in relation to personal data, should be made in writing to data.officer@hysan.com.hk. 

9. These terms and conditions are subject to the laws and courts of the Hong Kong SAR.  

10. In case of any inconsistency, the English version of these terms and conditions shall prevail over the Chinese version. 

11. In case of any dispute, Hysan Marketing Services Limited reserves the right of final decision, including suspending, 

amending or terminating this Experience, the relevant gift redemption and these terms and conditions at any time 

without prior notice. 

http://www.hysan.com.hk/privacy-policystatement/
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